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Impact report



hours of group work 
with a psychologist

registrations for sessions 
throughout the month

3418

26 472

For the period December 1-31, 2023*

Data for the month of December

hours of individual work 
with a psychologist

Total expenses: 9494 $

Rent of premises 2160 $

Club support 1724 $

Workshops 911 $

Psychological support 3914 $

Administrative expenses 785 $

*Data on the activities of the "SviTy" clubs in Lviv, Cherkasy 
and Khmelnytskyi

workshops, excursions, 
and walks

41,2%

8,3%

22,8%

18,2%

9,6%



December in Lviv
Workshop on making Christmas tree decorations

December at SviTy was filled with a creative atmosphere and warmth. We 
held a workshop where we made Christmas tree decorations by hand, 
and then all decorated the tree together. We used a variety of materials 
in the process: burlap, hardware, real pine cones, and much more.

Workshop on making New Year's cards

At another creative workshop, we created New Year's themed cards with 
a snow globe, for which everyone came up with their own unique design. 
Such events are a wonderful opportunity for unleashing creativity, allowing 
you to distract yourself, relax, and even discover new talents.



December in Lviv
Christmas party

On Christmas eve, the Svity team welcomed children with a festive warm 
program with gifts and surprises. We thank our defenders for the 
opportunity to host the holiday for kids and our partners for the incredible 
gifts and sweet surprises. The children were so happy, and this is the most 
important thing for us.

The sincere smiles and happy eyes of the children once again reminded 
us of the great importance of doing good, giving each other love and joy. 
We rejoiced together, smiled, and had a great time. We wish every family 
health and happiness! Good will definitely overcome evil, and light will 
conquer darkness! We believe in Christmas miracles!



December in Cherkasy
Active start of the month

In December, teenagers participated in English classes, where they were 
communicating exclusively in English. To improve their psychological state, 
we held two art therapy sessions where they painted the garden of their 
soul, fears, anger, strength, and joy. The children got rid of negative 
emotions and understood where they find strength and joy. There was also 
a "Money" workshop where they learned about financial literacy.

Gingerbread decoration workshop

On the eve of the holidays, children decorated gingerbread cookies, 
painted Christmas baubles, and decorated the hall before the party, while 
thoroughly enjoying the process. Thanks to the unique decorations 
created by hand and the joint efforts, we managed to create a cozy 
atmosphere.



December in Cherkasy
New Year's Eve party

At the end of the month, Svity participants received wonderful gifts from 
partners, guessing who brought what, making the process even more fun. 
Later, we had a fun party where we received many positive emotions, 
made new acquaintances, and loads of impressions. 

For teenagers, this is a wonderful 
opportunity to spend time in a warm 
and friendly atmosphere, get 
positive emotions, and create new 
memories, which is incredibly 
valuable for everyone!



December in Khmelnytskyi

In December, we held a workshop on making Christmas decorations. 
For teenagers, this was a great opportunity to forget about the daily 
worries of school, psychologically recharge, and become even closer 
to each other. 

Workshop on making Christmas tree decorations

SviTy participants created incredible masterpieces with their own hands 
and enjoyed a friendly and warm atmosphere.



December in Khmelnytskyi

Is there anything in common between the concepts of "family strength," 
"Ukrainian traditions," "national code," and "Didukh - family talisman"? 
We talked about this during the workshop on making Didukh with our own 
hands. Thus, family strength is combined with Ukrainian traditions through 
the "national code," and Didukh becomes a symbol that reflects this unity, 
embodying strength, traditions, and national self-awareness. This 
interaction creates an inexhaustible reserve of energy and support for 
the family hearth.

Workshop on making "Didukh" talisman

The New Year's Eve party was a bright final event in 2023. Throughout the 
year, children gave each other sincere smiles, talked about their dreams 
and experiences. Our community became even better thanks to each 
of the participants. Tasty pizza, sweets, and colorful books added to the 
mood in the days before the New Year.

New Year's Eve party



kidsofua.org/support

 

Ways you can help us:

Support

kidsofua.org

linkedin.com/company/kids-of-ukraine

Subscribe to our pages 

You can feel and see our atmosphere on our social media pages: 

instagram.com/svity.lviv

Tell others about us 

Share information about our activities so that more people can learn 

about our project. 

Support Ukraine Day

facebook.com/Kidsofua

Make a day of support for Ukraine in your organisation. Help others learn

about the project you support and why you care.

Our activities are made possible by the financial 

support of donors, partners and friends. The cost 

of the program for one child is 350$-400$. 

We are grateful for any support.

Thank You!


